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Winning the Online War The Wordpress Way (PLR) Get Full Unrestricted PLR Rights "Wordpress Is Not

Going Away, So Unless You Fight The Online Battle, It Will Be You Who Loses!" Unless you have never

used the internet before, then it is unlikely that you haven't heard of a blog before. Blogs have become so

much part of the internet because they are easy for anyone to create and update even if they have no

experience with graphics, HTML or in fact anything else which makes the internet part of an unknown

goldmine. The real purpose of blogs is so that people can keep a record of what they are doing and their

friends and family can read about them. It may sound pretty lame to you, but they were incredibly popular

when they first started and now they are even more so. In fact, they were so popular that Google bought

one of the biggest blogging platforms called Blogger as they were able to predict that this was the way

that the internet was turning. With the entrance of Google into the online blogging arena, blogging

exploded and many thousands of blogs were started every single day. While Blogger was becoming more

and more popular, another blogging platform called Wordpress was also exploding. The difference

between them was that with Wordpress you had total freedom to do whatever you wanted with it. What

slowly happened was that lots of 'geeks' started to use it and develop it further until it turned into an

extremely powerful piece of software. Which is really great for you because it means that you will have a

huge amount of power behind any online marketing that you do which uses Wordpress. I'm not going to

beat around the bush hear and tell you lots of technical information about why blogs are so great as it can

easily be broken down into very simple terms. The reason that blogs are so powerful is because the

search engines totally love them! I remember a few years ago when people were discovering how much

money they could make online while using blogs as part of their overall plan. The amount of money which

was being created by people who had never made a cent before online was remarkable. You can create

a blog in the morning, add a few articles in the afternoon and by the next morning hundreds (or even

thousands) of visitors would be visiting your site. And the most remarkable thing is... It is still working just

as well today! In Winning The Online War The Wordpress Way, you will discover: How you can literally

click one button and have a great-looking fully-functional website in less than 10 seconds! How there are
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actually two versions of Wordpress and how each can outpower the other in certain situations! How

choosing the wrong host will kill your blog even before you have created it! The importance of the order

which you post information to your blog and how the obvious will often not be the correct choice! The

easiest way to give Google (and the other search engines) exactly what they want! Why blogs can be an

integral part of your link network even if you didn't know that you had one! The easiest ways to make your

blog stand out to human visitors (this just takes a few minutes). What plugins are and why they are almost

as important as your blog itself. How to put Adsense or other advertising on your blog so you can be 100

sure that it is optimized correctly. What settings you MUST change or else you will be penalized in a big

way. The important things that you should have on your front page. The easiest way to have your visitors

subscribing to your list. And Much Much More... As I told you earlier, Wordpress is very easy to navigate

around and control, but there are several things that you can do wrong which could mess up your whole

experience. Once you know what they are, you will actually smile as you see other blogs who are getting

everything wrong in your industry but you are able to beat them because you are in the know. Winning

The Online War The Wordpress Way is one of the few eBooks that you encounter online that you will end

up regretting if you don't purchase. This book will help catapault all of your sites (not just your blogs) with

traffic almost from day 1. Don't waste another second, Winning The Online War The Wordpress Way is

the one book you need to read right now. It's sitting there waiting for you, all you need to do is click the

buy button right now. FULL PLR MASTER RESELL LICENSE Here's What You CAN Do With These

Products: [YES] Sell Resell Rights. [YES] Sell Private Label Rights. [YES] Sell At Online Auctions. [YES]

Offer As A Bonus. [YES] Offer As Subscriber Incentives. [YES] Alter The Source Documents. [YES] Alter

The Graphics. [YES] Alter The Sales Page. [YES] Charge Any Price YOU Want. [YES] Add Them To

Membership Sites. [YES] Create BRAND NEW Products [YES] Change And Publish The Products Offline

[YES] Put Your Name On The Products As The Author [YES] Can Do Anything With Them You Can

Dream Up Except Give Them Away! [No] Give Away.
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